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Bio 
Singer songwriter Fernanda Karolys is currently out with her debut album “Vago Desiertos”. Her single “Vago Desiertos” is now available on iTunes and 
Spotify. Music collaborations include local L.A. artists and musicians from Mexico and Ecuador. 

Fernanda has been part of the Los Angeles scene as a recording artist and performer with projects such as Helios Jive, and Clorofila of Nortec Collective, 
Henry Pope,  Nicola Cruz, etc. She has toured  United States , Europe, South America, and Mexico playing renowned festivals and venues like Coachella, 
Burning Man, Lightning in a bottle, Electric Picnic, Lunario, among others. 

Karolys has collaborated in many albums most recently with Henry Pope on the song “Luz” from the Album “Waiting” having Buzz Bands LA write: 

“… Fernanda Karolys lends her sensual voice to “Luz“ […] Henry Pope’s forward-thinking electro…” Also, Clorofila of Nortec Collective: ”BabyRock Rock,” of 
“Corridos Urbanos,” featured in the publications Rolling Stone and Chilango Magazine and played on numerous radio programs. 

Another favorite is the Colombian Palenke Soul Tribe song: “No voy a morir” rated Top Tune on Kcrw “Morning Becomes Eclectic” with frequent rotation. She 
lent her voice to Maleco Collective song “respira” and is a founding member of the Ecuadorian rock cult band “Pulpo 3” with their album “Excitador de 
Frecuencias”. 

Most recently Fernanda continues her music exploration in South America with Quito as her playground. Local  producers and musicians incorporate 
Andean sounds, latin soul  and vintage synths to her eclectic music. Stay tuned for new singles and videos. 





Karolys first solo album “Vago Desiertos” is a bi-lingual colorful mixture of 
musical tendencies spun off from minimalistic melodies. From folk to 
spaghetti western to alternative rock, this record navigates through 
multilayers of synthetic textures composed upon solid structures of pop 
sensibility. Lyrics insinuate a complex world of universal feelings mixed up 
with nostalgic experiences mediated by the Californian landscape. This half 
Spanish – half English album mashes a multicultural talented crew of 
musicians and it also features remixes of artists such as Nicola Cruz, and 
guest producers







STARS AND SUN  click < 

V I D E O 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdW8ijBXs_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdW8ijBXs_g


T H E  B A N D 

Fernanda Karolys   Voice and guitar 

Steph Viteri   Bass and Synths 

Nico Davila   Electronic Beats 

Victor Murillo  Andean Wind instruments and Percussion 

Juan Ernesto Guerrero  Electric Guitar





…”The singer of the mythic band Pulpo 3 debuts “Stars and Sun” under her solo name. It’s a mix of 
Andean folklore with hints of blues and soul, a sublime combination when singing is done in both  

English and Spanish.  …Radio Cocoa  

…”This introspective album initiates the solo venture of Fernanda Karolys. “Vago Desiertos” is composed 
of electronic textures over a fresh  Indie Pop passage. Give attention to the bilingual mix of traveling 

sounds”. ….Radio Cocoa 2018 

… “Her voice is part of the genetic map of Ecuadorian music. Fernanda Karolys is one of the more 
powerful and Iconic feminine voices of the Ecuadorian scene”.… Pulso blog 2016 
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C O N T A C T 

GENERAL MANAGER AND BOOKING  
Fernandakarolys@gmail.com 

+593 999 8256 11 

karolys.co 

http://karolys.co
http://karolys.co

